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Sliding-weight operated hole boring tool
Abstract
A sliding-weight operated hole boring tool can be used to make holes
of various length or depth in varied soil conditions. A uniquely-shaped
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tool bit helps to form a smooth, clean hole. In preferred embodiments,
detachable elongated stems are used to vary the length of the tool, and
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water is used to aid boring in hard soil.
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Description
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to sliding-weight operated tools, and more particularly to sliding-weight operated hole
boring tools.
2. Background of the Invention
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Sliding-weight operated tools have been around for a number of years. U.S. Pat. No. 716,274, issued in 1902, discloses
one such tool, which comprises a rod having dual collars, a sliding weight disposed on the rod between the collars, and
tool bits disposed on the rod on opposite ends of the rod from the collars. The tool was designed to be used to form
holes in masonry, and in operation, one of the tool bits (for example, a hollow cylinder) is placed against the masonry
such that the tool extends perpendicularly from the masonry. The sliding weight is then repeatedly and forcefully slid
into contact with the collar adjacent the tool bit. The momentum of the weight is transferred to the tool bit at each
strike of the collar by the weight, thereby causing the tool bit to penetrate the masonry and form a hole therein.
U.S. Pat. No. 3,050,095 discloses another sliding-weight operated tool, which comprises a hexagonal rod having a teardrop shaped tool bit on one end thereof, a first collar adjacent the other end, a second collar intermediate the first
collar and the tool bit, and a sliding weight disposed on the rod between the two collars. The sliding weight has two
handles projecting ourtwardly therefrom, and the tool is described as being useful for boring holes in tree stumps. In
operation, the sliding weight is slid upwardly and downwardly between the two collars and when it strikes the second
collar, the impact is transmitted to the tool bit, which forms a hole in the tree stump.
U.S. Pat. No. 3,568,657 discloses a tool for breaking rocks, similar to the tool of Pat. No. 716,274, in which various
means are provided to remove the sliding weight from the tool.
Yet another sliding-weight operated tool is described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,241,795. In that tool (a "manual jack hammer"),
the sliding weight is a rod disposed within a shaft, and strikes a tool bit, a portion of which is elastically retained in the
lower end of the shaft.
While it appears that these tools would function well in carrying out the jobs for which they were intended, they are
inherently limited by their structure as to the length or depth of holes which they are capable of boring. Also, they
would not function well in certain soil conditions.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The device of the present invention is a sliding-weight operated boring tool which is preferably variable in length to
allow holes of various length or depth to be formed therewith. The device preferably has means to facilitate boring in
tough soil conditions.
The sliding-weight operated boring tool has a tool drive means adjacent one end thereof, and a tool bit adjacent the
other end. The tool drive means serves to provide a driving force to enable the tool bit to form a hole, and comprises a
shaft and a sliding weight, the shaft having means to limit relative movement between the shaft and the sliding weight.
The means to vary the length of the tool preferably comprises elongated stems with means to quickly and easily
connect the stems intermediate the tool drive means and the tool bit.
A hole may be begun with a tool bit directly connected to the tool drive means. The sliding weight is reciprocated on
the shaft, and each strike of the movement-limiting means by the sliding weight imparts momentum to the tool bit,
lengthening the hole. Elongated stems are periodically added to the tool to enable the tool to bore a hole having the
desired length or depth.
If the soil is particularly hard to bore through, it may be desirable to use a pressurized fluid, such as water, to aid in the
boring of the hole. In such a case, means are provided to connect a source of fluid to the tool, and means are provided
to allow the fluid to pass through the tool, and exit via one or more fluid ports in the tool bit.
The tool bit is preferably shaped such that it forms a hole having compacted walls as it penetrates the ground, and
also compacts, against the walls of the hole as the tool bit is removed therefrom, dirt which may fall into the hole.
It is an object of the present invention to provide a variable length sliding-weight operated boring tool.
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It is a further object of the present invention to provide a sliding-weight operated boring tool having means to quickly
and easily vary the length thereof.
Another object of the present invention is to provide a sliding-weight operated boring tool having means to allow a
fluid to pass therethrough.
Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a variable-length sliding-weight operated boring tool which has
means to allow a fluid to pass therethrough.
It is also an object of the present invention to provide a sliding-weight operated boring tool having a tool bit comprising
means to form a bore having compacted walls, and means to compact dirt against the wall of a bore when the tool is
retrieved from a bore.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
For a further understanding of the nature, objects and advantages of the present invention, references should be had
to the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like parts are
given like reference numerals, and wherein:
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of component parts of the preferred embodiment of the device of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the preferred embodiment of the device of the present invention being used to wet bore
a horizontal hole.
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the preferred embodiment of the present invention being used to dry bore a vertical
hole.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the device of the preferred embodiment of the present invention assembled for dry
boring.
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the preferred embodiment of the present invention assembled for wet boring.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
The preferred embodiment of the device of the present invention is a sliding-weight operated hole boring tool 10,
component parts of which are illustrated in FIG. 1. Tool 10 includes a tool drive means 40 comprising ahollow shaft 41
having collars 42, 43 disposed adjacent ends thereof, and asliding weight 20 carried on shaft 41 between collars 42
and 43. Collars 42and 43 serve to limit movement of sliding weight 20 relative to shaft 41. Afirst end 44 of shaft 41
has male threads thereon for receiving a female-threaded end 32 of an elongated bore stem 30, and a second end 45
of shaft 41 is provided with female threads for receiving either a male threaded plug 55 or an elbow hose coupling 50,
depending on whether the soil conditions permit dry boring or require wet boring.
Sliding weight 20 comprises a sleeve 21, adapted to be easily gripped by one's hand, and two weight collars 22
disposed adjacent opposite ends thereof. Each bore stem 30 has, in addition to female-threaded end 32, a malethreaded end 31 for receiving either another bore stem 30, or a tool bit 60. Tool bit 60 comprises two generally
frustoconical portions 61 and 62 on opposite ends of a cylindrical portion 63. A plurality of water ports 64 are provided
in front frustoconical portion 61 of tool bit 60, topermit water to be ejected into the bore when wet boring is necessary.
A heavy duty supply hose 70 has a male-threaded end 71 for attachment to elbow 50, and a quick-connect coupling 72
on the other end for connection to a suitable source of pressurized fluid, such as a water hose.
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